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BOOK-PACKET (Printed Matter)

PROGRAMME
at Sri Sarathi Studios Preview Theatre, Ameerpet
06-01-2011
Thursday

6.00 p.m.

:

ON THE WINGS OF DREAMS
(Bangladesh/20079/Color/84 mins.)
TUYUA’S MARRIAGE
(Mangolia/2006/Color/85 mins.)

11-01-2011
Tuesday

6.30 p.m.

:

SANTA CLAUS IS A STINKER
(France/1987/Color/90 mins.)
in collaboration with
Alliance Francaise of Hyderabad

19-01-2011
Wednesday

6.30 p.m.

:

KOSH BA KOS
(Indonesia/2005/Color/147 mins.)

25-01-2011
Tuesday

6.30 p.m.

:

VOISINS, VOISINES
(France/2005/Color/90 mins.)
in collaboration with
Alliance Francaise of Hyderabad

FEBRUARY PROGRAMME
08-02-2011
Tuesday

6.30 p.m.

:

13m2
(France/1987/Color/90 mins.)
in collaboration with
Alliance Francaise of Hyderabad

12-02-2011
Saturday

6.00 p.m.

:

LE CHAOS
(Egypt/20079/Color/124 mins.)

22-01-2011
Tuesday

6.30 p.m.

:

CAPTAIN ACHAB
(France/2005/Color/90 mins.)
in collaboration with
Alliance Francaise of Hyderabad

28-02-2011
Monday

6.30 p.m.

:

DYNAMITE WARRIOR
(Indonesia/2005/Color/147 mins.)

KOSH BA KOS

VOISINS, VOISINES

(Tajikistan/1993/Colour/98 mins.)

(France/2005/Color/90 mins.)
Directed by : Malik Chibane

Director : Bakhtiar Hudoinazarov

In the suburbs of Paris, there is a
privatized former public housing estate called
‘the Mozart estate’. There is no classic music
there, but a rap musician lacking inspiration.
Ideas? Lyrics? Music? But what if his
inspiration were right on his doorstep? The
rapper observes, composes, writes and sings.
The life of the whole building is dissected and
transformed through his writing. The Mozart
estate metamorphoses into the stage for a hip hop fable.
Discussions become poetry, situations are turned into tales,
and every voice brings its own melody to a unique album.
‘Voisins, Voisines’ is a movie about how the vision of an
artist brings beauty and meaning to the lives of his entourage.

Mira’s father pawns her off to an old
gambler. However, Daler a young cable
railway driver falls in love with the girl and
carries her off to his world between heaven
and earth. A Tadzhik love story against the
authentic backdrop of the impending civil war.
The film was awarded the “Silver Lion”
at the International Film Festival in Venice in
1993, the Grand Prix in Saint Petersbourg 94, and altogether has been screened at over
30 international film festivals.
ATTENTION PLEASE !!

Members are requested to send their
email ID to hydfilmclub@yahoo.co.in with their
full name and Membership Number

January & February 2011

SANTA CLAUS IS A STINKER
(Le Perre Noel est une ordure)
(France/1987/Color/90 mins.)
Directed by
Cast

: Jean-Marie Poire
: Thierry Lhermitte, Gerard Jugnot, Christian
Clavier, Anemone, Josiane Balasko

Félix, disguised as Father Christmas, hands out
leaflets advertising a sexy Christmas party. His place
is taken by an African Santa Claus and he returns to
his caravan only to find his girlfriend Josette about to
leave him. When he comes after her, she takes refuge at “SOS Distress”, run by two neurotics, Thérèse
and Pierre. Félix, disguised as Father Christmas,
hands out leaflets advertising a sexy Christmas party.
His place is taken by an African Santa Claus and he
returns to his caravan only to find his girlfriend Josette
about to leave him. When he comes after her, she
takes refuge at “SOS Distress”, run by two neurotics,
Thérèse and Pierre.

ON THE WINGS OF DREAMS
(Swopnodanay)
(Bangladesh/2007/Color/84 mins.)
Directed by
Written by
Camera
Music
Cast

: Golam Rabbany Biplob
: Golam Rabbany Biplob
: Mahfooz Ur Rahman Khan
: Bappa Mozumder
: Mahmuduzzaman Babu, Rokeya
Prachy, Fazlur Rahman Babu, Momena
Choudhury, Shamima Islam Tusti

Fazlu and his 10 year old son, Ratan sell ointments and herbal medicines in the village markets.
One evening Fazlu returns home with a second-hand
pair of trousers for his son Ratan. His wife finds some
foreign currency notes in the pockets while she was
washing them. They think that this money must be of
great value, but they don’t know how to exchange them.
They seek help from Fazlu’s childhood friend Siraj.
Greed and high ambitions begin to emerge as one
after another, their dormant desires show themselves
changing their relationships.

AWARDS
-

Best director award in the Asian New Talent category at the Shanghai Film Festival.
Special Jury award in the International Film
Festival of India, Goa – 2007

TUYUA’S MARRIAGE
(Mangolia/2006/Color/86 mins.)
Directed by
Screenplay
Camera
Music
Cast

: Quanan Wang
: WANG Quan An and LU Wei
: Lutz Reitemeier (B.V.K)
: JIANG Peng
: YU Nan, Bater, Baolier, Senge, Zhaya

Set in the remote inner Mongolian grassland,
Tuya’s Marriage is the moving tale of Tuya (Nan Yu,)
the iron-willed wife of Bater, a herdsman who has
been paralyzed. Tuya takes up the sole responsibility
to make a living for her family, but her hard labor endangers her health. Faced with a harsh reality, the
couple decides to divorce so that Tuya can seek a
better life. Imposing her own conditions—her new
husband will have to take care of Bater, their children,
and their herding land—the strong-minded, stubborn,
but gentle Tuya embarks on an arduous and at times
unintentionally comic search for a new husband in
this Mongolian design for living. She meets suitors
who are rich but disingenuous or likable but shy, and
keeps her family together against insurmountable
odds. Wrenching and beautiful, Tuya’s Marriage is
the indelible portrait of a strong woman determined to
save her family, herself, and their ancient way of life.

DYNAMITE WARRIOR
(Thailand/2006/Color/100 mins.)
Directed by
Cast

: Chalerm Wongpim
: Dan Chupong, Panna Rittikrai

The story is set in 1890s Siam Siang (Dan
Chupong) is a young Muay Thai warrior and rocketry
expert who steals back water buffalo taken from poor
Isan farmers by unscrupulous cattle raiders. He is
searching for a man with a tattoo who killed his parents.
A local nobleman, Lord Waeng (Phutiphong
Sriwat), wants to create a market for his steam tractors,
so he hires a hulking convict, “The Thief” (Somdet
Kaewleu), to kill all the cattle traders and round up all
the water buffalo for slaughter, depriving farmers of
the draft animals they need to cultivate rice. Lord
Waeng’s men are eventually pitted against Nai Hoi
Sing (Samart Payakaroon), a cattle trader with
supernatural martial arts powers and a tattoo on his
chest. The tattoo gets Siang’s attention, and while the
Thief is attempting to steal Sing’s cattle herd, Siang
briefly confronts Sing but is repelled.
Lord Waeng consults the Black Wizard (Panna
Ritikrai), who was once cursed by Sing so that he
cannot withstand sunlight, to find a way to defeat Sing.
The Black Wizard says the only way to reverse his
spells is to use the menstrual blood of a virgin – the
Black Wizard’s daughter, E’Sao (Kanyaphak
Suwankut).
Printed, Published and Edited by
Bh.S.S.Prakash Reddy, Secretary,
Hyderabad Film Club,
103, Padmavathi Mansion, Gayathri Nagar,
Hyderabad- 500 038. Cell : 09391020243
Processing and Printing at Navya Printers, Hyderabad-82.
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CAPTAIN ACHAB
(Capitaine Achab)
(France/2004/Color/85 mins.)
Directed by
Cast

: Philippe Ramos
: Denis Lavant, Virgil
Leclaire, Dominique Blanc

1840. Who could imagine this young boy reading the Bible in a hunting hut, lost in the middle of the
wood, would become, one day, captain of a whaling
ship? Nobody. Nevertheless, Ahab grows and seizes
the oceans. He becomes a frightening captain, and
meets a dazzling white whale… Moby Dick.
An admirer of Bresson, Ford, Hawks and several contemporary action film directors (such as Richard Donner), Philippe Ramos directed his first short
film, Vers le silence in 1995. His first feature, Noah’s
Ark starring Philippe Garziano and Emmanuelle Cornet, was released in France in 2000. Captain Achab
is his second feature film.
Locarno International Festival Critic’s Prize 2007,
Rotterdam International Festival 2008.

13m2
(France/2007/Color/85 mins.)
Directed by
Cast

: Barthelemy Grossmann
: Barthelemy Grossmann, Lucien Jean
Baptiste, Youssef Haidi

José, Farouk and Réza are three young men
from a rough area of Paris. For them, life is hard and
increasingly precarious as they are drawn further and
further into crime just to survive. One day, they attack
an armoured van and run off with a sack load of cash.

5

The robbery hasn’t gone quite as planned and the
three friends end up taking refuge in a cramped hide
out, where they intend to stay until things have
quietened down. The period of confinement soon
begins to take its toll on the three men and it becomes
apparent that their real enemy is not the police but
each other...

CHAOS (Le Chaos)
(Egypt/2007/Color/124 mins.)
Directed by
Written by
Camera
Music
Cast

:
:
:
:
:

Youssef Chahine, Khaled Youssef
Nasser Abdel-Rahmane
Lutz Reitemeier (B.V.K)
Yasser Abdelrahman
Khaled Saleh, Menna Shalabi,
Youssef El Sherif, Hala Sedki, Hala Fakher

Choubra, cosmopolitan neighborhood of Cairo.
Hatem, maggoty police officer, handles this neighborhood with an iron hand. Every single citizen fears
and hates him. Only Nour, a young woman he lusts
after, dares stand up to him. But Nour is secretly in
love with Cherif, brilliant and uncorrupted deputy public prosecutor. Green with envy, Hatem comes between. He wants Nour for himself. He whipsaws her
and turns her life into a nightmare. The story of a frustrated love like Choubra experiences some since the
mists of time.
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103, Padmavathi Mansion, Gayathri Nagar, S.R. Nagar (P.O.), Hyderabad - 500 038. Cell : 09391020243

RENEWAL & ENROLMENT NOTICE - 2011
SINGLE

COUPLE

Renewal Fee

Rs. 600

Rs. 700

Fresh Enrolment
(Inclusive of Admission Fee)

Rs. 750

Rs. 850

LIFE MEMBERSHIP

Rs. 4,000

RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP IS DONE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS :

2.
3.
4.

Old Identity Card should be surrendered along with Photograph. (If Photograph is in multilated condition, a fresh
Photograph should be given).
Renewal form should be filled up if there is any change in address.
Members desirous of renewing their membership by post must do so by remitting the prescribed amount by Crossed
DEMAND DRAFT drawn in favour of HYDERABAD FILM CLUB to the above address along with the present membership
card indicating change of address if any.
Existing single members desirous of taking couple membership in 2011 should give fresh application along with
2 passport size JOINT PHOTOGRAPHS. An admission fee of Rs. 100/- will be collected for the spouse of the member.
Fresh enrolment will be done on production of 2 passport size photographs (single / joint) along with application and
prescribed fee.

5
5.

NO HALF - YEARLY MEMBERSHIP FOR FIRST HALF (JANUARY TO JUNE)
NO HALF - YEARLY MEMBERSHIP FOR FIRST HALF (JANUARY TO JUNE)
RENEWAL & ENROLMENT IS DONE ONLY ON SCREENING DAYS AT THE VENUE
RENEWAL & ENROLMENT IS DONE ONLY ON SCREENING DAYS AT THE VENUE
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